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Abstract

The analysis and processing of learning traces through Learning Analytics, although essential to help improve learning, requires addressing strong ethical issues. Tools provided to various educational stakeholders must ensure fair learning, and take into account the diversity of students and their behavior while avoiding bias and discrimination. In that context, descriptive cards are an emerging tool allowing for a representative description of the diversity of behaviors adopted within a class. However, their design raises a lot of questions about equity and fairness. To contribute to the need for fair learning, we present a study conducted in collaboration with teachers and propose a new design of descriptive cards, limiting as much as possible the introduction of bias.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, it is essential to consider the ethical concerns raised by the processing of the large quantity of data available about learners. In that context, learning analytics tools must be directed towards Trustworthy Learning Analytics (TLA) that respect the criteria of Trustworthy Artificial Intelligence (TAI) defined by the European Commission. In that way, LA systems must respect, among others, the diversity criterion by avoiding algorithmic bias and discrimination, as well as integrating stakeholders during their conception [1].

Among the large variety of existing LA systems, we find descriptive cards [2], which allow visualizing learning behaviors recorded in the learning traces. They help to improve explainability by taking the form of fictitious students to whom pedagogical experts can refer during their pedagogical tasks. However, the learners’ behavior representation raises questions about bias and equity, leading to our research question (RQ): How to design learner descriptive cards meeting the need for diverse, non-discriminative, and fair learning analytics?

To address this question, we conducted a user study with teachers to propose a new way to design descriptive cards, participating in the dissemination of fairer learning analytics.

2. User Study: How to avoid representation bias?

The design of descriptive cards can lead to the introduction of several types of biases: algorithmic bias, with the under or over-representation of a class of population according to the studied
data, but also human bias, with the introduction of stereotypes, whether cultural, gender or age-related. As personas represent users’ archetypes, individuals who embody personas are often characterized by a photo, an age, and a gender, associated with a narrative description of their behavior. This can indicate ethnicity, socio-economic status, preferences, and sometimes education level which can clearly influence professionals in the design and understanding of the tool, because of the assumptions and stereotypes they may have [3, 4].

2.1. Methodology

We evaluated three different types of cards (See Fig. 1). The first one is the **avatar description card** (See Figure 1a) inspired by the one in Treuillier and Boyer [2]. To address our research question about stereotype bias, we represented learners from different ethnic backgrounds: North African, South American/Hispanic, Asian, African/Black Americans, and Caucasian, for both women and men. The second type of card is the **icons descriptive cards** (See Figure 1b), designed to counter the potential bias due to avatars. An icon reflecting the learner’s result replaces the avatar, and a non-gendered first name is used. The third type of card is the **group descriptive cards** (See Figure 1c) which displays a group of avatars representing learners with the same learning behavior. All cards were colored with a neutral color, except for the icon cards with gender-neutral names, where colors could vary between pink and blue, to test whether it could influence the perception of gender.
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**Figure 1:** Evaluated Descriptive cards

Following our information campaign about our studies, 30 volunteer teachers were recruited. The first objective is to investigate whether teachers are actually influenced by stereotypes, and which descriptive cards representation are least likely to induce them. To do that, participants were asked to autonomously carry out a computer-assisted categorization task inspired by the Implicit Association Test (IAT) [5], which is intended for measuring the stereotyping biases linked to the representation of learners on the descriptive cards, in an implicit way. Next, the second objective is to assess the participants’ perception about descriptive cards. Once the part on stereotyping bias was completed, participants were thus invited to fill out a questionnaire in order to evaluate how teachers receive and perceive the descriptive cards in a pedagogical context. This questionnaire was adapted from the Persona Perception Scale [6], and we evaluated five relevant factors: completeness, coherence, clarity, empathy and usefulness, and intention or willingness to use. Participants had to indicate their level of agreement for each type of descriptive card using a 7-point Likert scale ("strongly disagree" (1) to "strongly agree" (7)).
2.2. Results

2.2.1. Representation bias

Results related to the categorization task show that, when facing avatar descriptive cards (See Figure 1a), participants associate positive terms with all learners, regardless of gender or ethnicity. However, this association is more important for Caucasian and Asian avatars, while students from the North African, Black (especially the Black male student), and Hispanic minorities were more often linked to negative terms than their counterparts mentioned above (only 75% to 90% of participants associate positive terms to those ethnicities). Concerning the icon descriptive cards (See Figure 1b), results are coherent with most of the icons displayed on the descriptive cards. However, few participants expressed their reluctance to use several icons, which in their words "does not seem clear", because they are not associated with the right concept. Finally, for the group descriptive cards (See Figure 1c), the names of the groups seem to be fairly explicit. Besides, about gender bias, which can be introduced by the names on the cards or by their colors, results indicate that some of the non-gendered names are very strongly associated with the male gender, regardless of the color of the card (for about 70% of participants). Regarding what guided their association choice, only 39% felt influenced by the cards’ colors. Among this sample, half associated the color with a gender whereas the other half thought it was related to the learner’s success when it was blue or failure when it was pink. Also, 10 participants said that they automatically associated failure with the male gender and success with the female gender. Finally, a large majority of the participants stated that they based their choice on their interpretation of the icons and the group names. They all added that this information was the most explicit, making the descriptive cards more understandable.

2.2.2. Persona Perception Scale

Concerning the persona perception scale results, scores obtained for each factor (completeness, coherence, clarity, empathy, usefulness) were high for all types of descriptive cards. However, the group card type (See Fig.1c) is the one with better scores of coherence, empathy, and intention to use, while the icon card type (See Fig. 1b) has better results for clarity and completeness scores. Finally, concerning the users’ preferences for a type of card and the reasons for their choice, it appears that 10% of the 30 participants stated that they preferred the avatar cards (See Fig. 1a), against 66% for the group cards (See Fig.1c) and 24% for the icon cards (See Fig. 1b). We can therefore see that a majority of participants expressed a preference for group cards. Among this majority, 25% of them expressed the fact that the visual aspect of the icon cards was interesting to combine with the formulation and presentation of the group cards. In their opinion, this would help to identify learners needing special attention more quickly and easily.

3. Conclusion

With this user study, we wanted to determine how descriptive cards could enhance pedagogical monitoring while respecting Trustworthy guidelines, especially by minimizing representation bias. Accordingly, we have highlighted stereotype bias that could emerge while using avatars, names, or colors and determine the teachers’ preferred cards’ features. In order to endorse
the diversity and non-discrimination criterion of TAI as well as the transparency one, we characterized how to design learner descriptive cards avoiding data representation bias, and thus allowing a fairer learners’ behaviors characterization.

We then propose an updated version of descriptive cards, minimizing bias as much as possible. All presented results have been taken into account to propose this new version of descriptive cards. This user study carried out with the end-users of the studied LA tool enabled us to highlight some representation bias and stereotypes, and thus to propose a solution resulting from a joint reflection with educational stakeholders. This collaborative approach is essential to foster the development of fairer learning analytics tools.

Figure 2: Enhanced version of descriptive card
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